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Abstract
Reverse engineering queries from given data, as in the case of query-by-example and query definability, is an important problem with many applications that has recently gained attention in the areas
where symbolic artificial intelligence meets learning. In the presence of ontologies this problem was
recently studied for Horn-ALC and Horn-ALCI. The main contribution of this paper is to take a first
look at the case of DL-Lite, to identify cases where the addition of the ontology does not increase
the worst-case complexity of the problem. Unfortunately, reverse engineering conjunctive queries
is known to be very hard, even for plain databases, since the smallest witness query is known to be
exponential in general. In the light of this, we outline some possible research directions for exploiting
the ontology in order to obtain smaller witness queries.
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Introduction

In reverse engineering of queries, we are given a dataset together with desired answers, and want to
build a query that gives those answers when evaluated. It is often advocated as a way to facilitate query
formulation by non-experts, but its applications go far beyond. Since it was formulated by Zloof in the
70s [23], researchers have come across it in data exploration and analysis, usability, data security, the
study of expressiveness of query languages, etc., see [15, 16]. It has been studied for different query
languages and different types of databases, including relational data [5, 19, 21, 14, 20], graph databases
[7, 1], and RDF data [2]. Much work has aimed at finding practicable solutions [15, 20, 14, 11, 9]. Not
surprisingly, reverse engineering of queries also arises in AI, where learning from given data how to
separate classes is the core goal of entire research fields. Indeed, query reverse engineering can be seen
as a form of inductive logic programming [17]. Moreover, the problem has been shown to be useful for
exploiting database techniques to improve the feature engineering process for machine learning [4, 13].
It is clearly a core theoretical problem at the interface of learning and symbolic AI.
A setting where remarkably little has been done is query reverse engineering in the presence of
Description Logic (DL) ontologies. Over the last two decades, ontology mediated queries (OMQs),
which enrich standard queries with domain knowledge expressed as a DL ontology, have been extensively studied (see [6, 18] and their references). Among other uses, they are advocated as a powerful
tool for querying incomplete data, facilitating access to complex data sources by less experienced users,
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and integrating data (see [22] and its references). In reverse engineering queries, the knowledge in the
ontology has the potential to help us find more and better solutions, as we argue in this paper. It is
then surprising how little this has been addressed. Although some related problems—like learnability
of some combinations of ontologies and rules [12]—had been studied before, the very recent [10] is to
our knowledge the first work to focus on this topic.
From the theoretical perspective, the study of query reverse engineering focuses on solving two
problems. In query definability (QD EF), the input is a dataset and a set of tuples that are desired
answers or positive examples, and we want to find a query that retrieves precisely those tuples. In the
more general query-by-example (Q B E) we have both positive and negative examples, and we want to
find a query that gives all the positive examples and none of the negative ones. We study the variations
of these two problems where the input also includes a DL ontology, whose consequences are taken into
account for answering the queries.
Example 1. Consider the dataset on the left column. On the right we have a DL-LiteR ontology expressing that a person that receives chemotherapy takes immunosuppressive (IS) medication, that the range
of the relation ‘takes IS medication’ is the class of IS medications, and that taking an IS medication
implies taking a medication.

takesMed(p1 , insulin)
ReceivesChemo(p4 )
takesISMed(p2 , azasan)
IsImmunoDef(p5 )
takesISMed(p3 , prednisone)

ReceivesChemo v ∃takesISMed
∃takesISMed− v ISMed
takesISMed v takesMed

If we are given positive examples S + = {p2 , p3 , p4 } and negative example S − = {p1 }, we can solve
positively the Q B E problem, as witnessed by the query q(x) = ∃ytakesMed(x, y) ∧ ISMed(y). The ex−
amples S + = {p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 } and
 S = {p1 } can be separated with a UCQ q(x) = IsImmunoDef(x) ∨
∃ytakesMed(x, y) ∧ ISMed(y) . Verifying if they can be separated with a CQ requires the rather involved construction in Section 3.2. For a case where no separating query exists, consider the positive
examples S + = {(p1 , insulin), (p2 , asazan)} and the negative example S − = {(p3 , prednisone)}.
There is no witness query that can retrieve (p2 , asazan) while avoiding (p3 , prednisone). For the same
reason, any S + including (p2 , asazan) but not (p3 , prednisone) is a negative instance of QD EF.
Q B E and QD EF are highly relevant in many data management and AI scenarios, but unfortunately
they are computationally quite expensive. In the traditional setting with no ontologies, both Q B E and
QD EF are CO NE XP T IME-complete for conjunctive queries (CQs), which are at the core of practically
all languages for querying relational data. They remain intractable for unions of CQs (UCQs), but being
CO NP complete they appear more amenable to be solved using tools for other intractable problems, and
for identifying tractable subcases [5]. Taking an ontology into account can increase the complexity even
further. The results of [10] show that the complexity increases rather significantly if we add an ontology
in the well-known Horn DLs Horn-ALC or Horn-ALCI. For both Q B E and QD EF they prove tight
bounds of CO NE XP T IME for Horn-ALC and 2E XP T IME for Horn-ALCI if one considers CQs, and
E XP T IME for Horn-ALC and 2E XP T IME for Horn-ALCI in the case of UCQs. If the signature is not
restricted, and all concepts and roles are allowed in the query, the bounds for CQs and the bounds for
Horn-ALCI are the same, but the complexity increase of UCQs and Horn-ALC is only to E XP T IME
rather than 2E XP T IME. But even in this case, the news are rather negative. Are there useful scenarios
of reverse query engineering in the presence of ontologies that are not so computationally costly?
In this paper, we give the first step towards a positive answer. We consider the so-called DL-Lite
family of DLs, which not only have the lowest complexity among standard DLs, but they are also the
most popular in the context of data access and management. We show that for DL-LiteR and UCQs,
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the complexity of Q B E and QD EF is in CO NP, and thus not harder than for plain databases. That is,
we can add and leverage an ontology at no computational cost. Furthermore, we can implement both
problems using existing techniques like query rewriting for DL-LiteR . In the last part of the paper, we
go beyond just taking the ontology into account as done in [10], and instead advocate to really exploit
the ontology. Revisiting our example, S + = {p2 , p3 , p4, p5 } and S − = {p1 } can be separated with the
UCQ q(x) = IsImmunoDef(x) ∨ ∃ytakesISMed(x, y) , but we may prefer to introduce a new concept
for immunocompromised patients, and use the CQ q(x) = IsImmunoCompr(x) and while adding to the
ontology axioms IsImmunoDef v IsImmunoCompr and ∃takesISMed v IsImmunoCompr. We discuss
in Section 5 some first ideas towards reverse engineering smaller and more readable queries using more
predicates and axioms in the ontology.

2

Preliminaries

As usual in the context of OMQs, we consider datasets whose relations are only unary and binary, that
is, concepts and roles, and we focus on conjunctive queries and their unions.

2.1

Datasets and queries

Predicates come from two sets: the set C of concept names, and the set R of role names; the former have
arity 1 and the latter 2. Terms are the elements of the set I of individuals and of the set V of variables.
All these sets are countably infinite and pairwise disjoint. Query atoms are either concept atoms of the
form A(x) with A ∈ C and x ∈ V, or role atoms of the form r(x, y) with r ∈ R and x, y ∈ V. We use
V(q) for the variables occurring in a set of atoms q.
We define two kinds of queries. First, conjunctive queries (CQs) are defined as pairs (q, ~x), where q
is a finite set of atoms, and ~x ⊆ V(q). The variables in ~x are called answer variables, and the remaining
variables in V(q) are called existential variables. If n is the arity of ~x, we call q an n-ary query. We
usually call 0-ary queries Boolean, and write just q rather than (q, ()).
Our second query language are union of conjunctive queries (UCQs). A UCQ is a finite set Q of
CQs {(q1 , ~x), . . . , (qn , ~x)} sharing the set ~x of answer variables. The notions of answer and existential
variables, arity and Boolean query extend naturally to UCQs.
Assertions are analogous to query atoms, but individuals a, b take the place of variables. A dataset
D is a finite set of assertions, and I(D) denotes the individuals that occur in it.
An n-ary CQ (q, ~x) defines a mapping ans from datasets D to n-ary relations as follows. A valuation
is a mapping from variables to individuals. An n-ary tuple of individuals ~a is called an answer to (q, ~x)
over D if there is a valuation v such that v(q) ⊆ D and v(~x) = ~a. Then ans((q, ~x), D) is the set
of answers to (q, ~x) over D. Naturally, for a UCQ (q, ~x), we have that ans((q, ~x), D) is the union of
ans(qi (~x), D) for all qi ∈ Q. Note that for Boolean queries the only possible answer is the empty tuple
(); we may thus say that Q is true if ans(Q, D) = {()}, and that Q is false if ans(Q, D) = {}.

2.2

Ontologies

Many DLs can be used for writing ontologies [3]. In this paper, we focus on DL-LiteR [8].
In DL-LiteR , roles take the forms r or r− with r ∈ R, and concepts B are either A ∈ C, or ∃r with
r a role. DL-LiteR ontologies O are finite sets of axioms of the following forms,where B1 and B2 are
concepts and r1 and r2 are roles:
B1 v B2

B1 u B2 v ⊥

r1 v r2

r1 u r2 v ⊥.
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To give semantics to ontologies, interpretations are defined as pairs (∆I , ·I ) where ∆I 6= ∅ is the
domain and ·I is the interpretation function that maps concept names to subsets of ∆I , and role names
to subsets of ∆I × ∆I . We extend the function ·I to roles r− and concepts ∃r:
(r− )I = {(d0 , d) ∈ ∆I × ∆I | (d, d0 ) ∈ rI }
(∃r)I = {d ∈ ∆I | (d, d0 ) ∈ rI for some d0 ∈ ∆I }
We say that an interpretation I satisfies an axiom E1 v E2 if E1I ⊆ E2I , and that I satisfies an axiom
E1 u E2 v ⊥ if E1I ∩ E2I = ∅. We call I a model of an ontology O and write I |= O if I satisfies all
axioms in O.
It will sometimes be convenient to manipulate interpretations as sets of atoms. Given an interpretation I, an I-atom may take the form A(d) or r(d, d0 ), where A ∈ C, r ∈ R, and d, d0 ∈ ∆I . We
may write r− (d, d0 ) to mean the I-atom r(d0 , d). We identify I with the set that contains exactly the
I-atoms A(d) with d ∈ AI , and r(d, d0 ) with (d, d0 ) ∈ rI . Note that, in particular, an interpretation
with ∆I ⊆ I is in fact a dataset.

2.3

Ontology-mediated Queries

In this work an ontology-mediated query (OMQ) has the form (Q, ~x, O) where (Q, ~x) is a CQ or UCQ
as above, and O is a DL-LiteR ontology. Like ordinary queries, OMQs define a mapping ans from
datasets to relations of the same arity as the query. However, for the semantics of OMQs we take a
open-world view, where a dataset D is viewed as a possibly incomplete world descriptions and the
ontology may imply the existence of facts not explicit in D.
To give semantics to OMQs we extend modelhood to datasets. We say that an interpretation I
satisfies an assertion A(a) if a ∈ ∆I and a ∈ AI . Similarly, it satisfies an assertion r(a, b) if {a, b} ⊆
∆I and (a, b) ∈ rI . Then I is a model of a dataset D (in symbols, I |= D) if it satisfies every assertion
in D. Given an ontology O, we write I |= O, D if I |= O and I |= D. For a concept B and an
individual a, we write O, D |= B(a) if a ∈ B I for every I with I |= O, D.
We remark that we make the standard name assumption (SNA) because it is convenient and closer
to standard databases, but this assumption is not necessary for our results.
We extend the notion of valuations to interpretations. Rather than that mapping V to I, I-valuations
now map variables in V to objects in ∆I . Given an interpretation I and a CQ (q, ~x), answers are defined
similarly as above: an n-ary tuple of individuals ~a is called an answer to (q, ~x) over I if there is an Ivaluation v such that v(q) ⊆ I and v(~x) = ~a. For a UCQ (Q, ~x), we have that ans((Q, ~x), I) is the
union of ans(qi (~x), I) for all qi ∈ Q. Finally, we can now define certain answers: given an n-ary OMQ
(Q, ~x, O) and a dataset D, we define
ans((Q, ~x, O), D) = {~a ∈ I(D)n | ~a ∈ ans((Q, ~x), I) for all I such that I |= O, D}.
We remark that, given a dataset D and an ontology O, it can be the case that there is no I such that
I |= O, D. In this case, we say that (D, O) is inconsistent, and have that ans((Q, ~x, O), D) = I(D)n
for every n-ary query (Q, ~x).

3

Reverse Engineering of Queries

We define two central query reverse-engineering problems: query-by-example (QbE) and query definability (QDef). In what follows we use Q ∈ {CQ, U CQ} to denote query languages.
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P ROBLEM :
I NPUT:
Q UESTION :

Q B E(Q)
A dataset D and two sets S + and S − of tuples from I(D)n .
Is there a query (Q, ~x) in Q such that S + ⊆ ans((Q, ~x), D) and S − ∩
ans((Q, ~x), D) = ∅?

P ROBLEM :
I NPUT:
Q UESTION :

QD EF(Q)
A dataset D and a set S + of tuples from I(D)n .
Is there a query (Q, ~x) in Q such that S + = ans((Q, ~x), D)?

Ortiz

If if exists, we call (Q, ~x) a witness (query). Note that the Q B E case trivializes if S + ∩ S − 6= ∅, so we
will quietly assume the two sets are disjoint in the paper.
Q B E and QD EF are rather well understood for the standard setting of CQs and UCQs over plain
databases. We review a few central results, mostly from [1, 19, 21]. For an in-depth discussion, please
refer to [5] (whose presentation we follow closely) and its references.
Theorem 1 ([1, 19, 21]). Q B E(CQ) and QD EF(CQ) are CO NE XP T IME complete, while Q B E(UCQ)
and QD EF(UCQ) are CO NP complete.
In all four cases, the upper bounds are obtained by testing for the existence of homomorphisms
between structures constructed from D, S + and S − . As we will see below, these structures also give us
witness queries.
In general, by a structure we mean a set of atoms, which may be query atoms (which use only
variables), assertions (which use only individuals), or I-atoms (which use objects of some domain
containing the individuals). So, we have three types of structures S, and all of them have a domain of
objects that we denote dom(S):
• A database D is a finite structure whose domain is I(D).
• A set of query atoms Q is finite a structure whose domain is V(Q).
• An interpretation I is a possibly infinite structure whose domain is ∆I .
All these structures are similar, and their atoms use only concepts and roles. We are sometimes interested
in the following structures:
• Given a pair (D, ~a), we denote by query(D, ~a) the CQ obtained by replacing in D each individual
a ∈ ~a by a variable xa ∈ V.
• Given an interpretation I, we denote by I|I the result of restricting its domain to the individuals.
Note that I|I is a dataset whenever it is finite.
A homomorphism from structure S to structure S 0 is a mapping h from dom(S) to dom(S 0 ) such
that h(α) ∈ S 0 for every atom α ∈ S. We write S → S 0 if such a homomorphism exists. It is sometimes
important to distinguish a tuple ~e of elements in a structure S. We do so by writing (S, ~e), and for two
such pairs we write (S, ~e) → (S 0 , e~0 ) if there is a homomorphism from S to S 0 with h(~e) = e~0 .
We can now describe how the upper bounds of Theorem 1 are obtained, together with a witness
query for a given input if it exists.

3.1

The case of UCQs

First, for deciding Q B E(UCQ) we can use the following test:
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Q B E(UCQ) Test
I NPUT: A dataset D and two sets S + and S − of tuples from I(D)n .
Is it the case that (D, ~a) 9 (D, ~b) for all ~a ∈ S + and all ~b ∈ S − ?
The answer to this test is positive iff we have a positive instance of Q B E(UCQ), and in that case, we
also have a canonical witness UCQ: the union of the CQs query(D, ~a) with ~a ∈ S + (after unifying the
answer variables via renaming). A very similar procedure gives us a solution for QD EF(UCQ), now the
only difference is that, instead of testing (D, ~a) 9 (D, ~b) for each ~b in S + , we must test every n-ary
tuple from I(D) that is not in S + .
QD EF(UCQ) Test
I NPUT: A dataset D and a set S + of tuples from I(D)n .
Is it the case that (D, ~a) 9 (D, ~b) for all ~a ∈ S + , and all ~b ∈ I(D)n \ S + ?
The canonical witness query for the QD EF(UCQ) instance is exactly the same in this case.
Our canonical witness query has size O(|D| × |S + |), and is hence polynomial in the input. Deciding (D, ~a) → (D, ~b) is a well-known NP-complete problem. Hence the CO NP upper bound for both
Q B E(UCQ) and QD EF(UCQ) easily follows: if the answer to either test is false, we can guess the tuples
~a and ~b and check (D, ~a) → (D, ~b) in NP. Not surprisingly, this is tight [1].
Example 2. In a dataset storing suppliers of some company we have two roles RA and RB , which
respectively store suppliers of products of type A and of products of type B, and two roles LEU and
LnEU that store the locations of the suppliers in European Union countries and in non-European Union
ones. Consider the following dataset Ds :
RA (s1 , p1 )

RB (s2 , p2 )

LEU (s2 , lit)

LnEU (s1 , tur )

If we have S + = {(s1 , p1 ), (s2 , lit)} and S − = {(s2 , p2 ), (s1 , tur )}, our canonical witness query
(written in logic notation for readability) is:

q(x, y) = ∃xs2 , xp2 , xl , xt RA (x, y) ∧ RB (xs2 , xp2 ) ∧ LEU (xs2 , xl ) ∧ LnEU (x, xt ) ∨

∃xs1 , xp1 , xp2 , xt RA (xs1 , xp1 ) ∧ RB (x, xp2 ) ∧ LEU (x, y) ∧ LnEU (xs1 , xt ) }
Observe that there is no homomorphism h of this query into Ds that would give us h(x) = s2 and
h(y) = p2 , or h(x) = s1 and h(y) = tur . Canonical witnesses may contain unnecessary atoms, as in
this case, where we can easily see that the simpler query q(x, y) = RA (x, y) ∨ LEU (x, y) is a more
intuitive witness.

3.2

The case of CQs

For the case of CQs we can use the same intuitions, but we need to test for all ~a ∈ S + at once, and for
a witness query we need a single CQ that captures the union of all query(D, ~a). This is achieved by
synchronizing all the (D, ~a) using the well-known direct product construction.
Direct product of structures The direct product of two n-ary tuples ~a = (a1 , . . . , an ) and ~b =
(b1 , . . . , bn ) is the n-ary tuple ~a ⊗ ~b = ((a1 , b1 ), . . . , (an , bn )). For two structures S1 and S2 , their
direct product is defined as
S1 ⊗ S2 = {P (~a ⊗ ~b) | P (~a) ∈ S1 and P (~b) ∈ S2 }.
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We let (S1 , ~a)⊗(S2 , ~b) = (S1 ⊗S2 , ~a ⊗~b), and relying on the associativity of ⊗, we use Π1≤i≤m (Si , a~i )
as a shorthand for (S1 , a~1 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Sm , a~m ). We call the pair Π1≤i≤m (Si , a~i ) safe if all the elements
in the tuple a~1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a~m appear in the structure S1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Sm .
The direct product synchronizes into a single structure all the (D, ~a) that we need to test for the
Q B E(CQ) problem and it is, in general, the minimal structure that does this. It is the least upper bound
on the lattice of objects (S, ~a) defined by the relation →, that is:
• Π1≤i≤m (Si , a~i ) → (Si , a~i ) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and
• if (S, ~a) → (Si , a~i ) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then (S, ~a) → Π1≤i≤m (Si , a~i ).
The direct product is used for the Q B E(CQ) and QD EF(CQ) tests that characterize the Q B E(CQ) and
QD EF(CQ) problems. Note that we must check for safety of the product.
Q B E(CQ) Test
I NPUT: A dataset D and two sets S + and S − of tuples from I(D)n .
Is it the case that:
- Π~a∈S + (D, ~a) is safe, and
- Π~a∈S + (D, ~a) 9 (D, ~b) for all ~b ∈ S − ?
QD EF(CQ) Test
I NPUT: A dataset D and a set S + of tuples from I(D)n .
Is it the case that:
- Π~a∈S + (D, ~a) is safe, and
- Π~a∈S + (D, ~a) 9 (D, ~b) for all ~b ∈ I(D)n \ S + ?
The canonical witness query for both problems is now query(Π~a∈S + (D, ~a)). Although the UCQ
case and the CQ case are conceptually similar, there is a major difference between taking the union
+
of all (D, ~a) as a UCQ, or taking their direct product as a CQ: the size is now O(|D||S | ) rather than
+
O(|D| × |S |). Since we have to test → with an exponentially larger structure, the upper bound jumps
to CO NE XP T IME. Unfortunately, both of these bounds are tight: the complexity of deciding Q B E(CQ)
is CO NE XP T IME-hard, and there are instances where any witness query is of necessarily exponential
size. This was first shown by Willard [21], but a more recent proof by ten Cate and Dalmau [19] shows
that this holds even if we restrict the examples to unary relations, that is, to concepts only.
Example 3. (ctd.) With the same Ds and S + = {(s1 , p1 ), (s2 , lit)} as in Example 2, the product
S = (Ds ⊗ Ds , (s1 s2 , p1 lit)) is not safe. Indeed, Ds ⊗ Ds contains
RA (s1 s1 , p1 p1 )

RB (s2 s2 , p2 p2 )

LEU (s2 s2 , litlit)

LnEU (s1 s1 , tur tur )

and neither (s1 s2 ) nor (p1 lit)) occur in it. Hence there is no witness CQ.

4

Reverse Engineering OMQs

We now define variants of the Q-Q B E and Q-QD EF problems for OMQs, where also an ontology O in
some DL language L is given as an input.
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P ROBLEM :
I NPUT:
Q UESTION :

Q B E(Q, L)
A dataset D, an L ontology O, and two sets S + and S − of tuples from I(D)n .
Is there a query (Q, ~x) in Q such that S + ⊆ ans((Q, ~x, O), D) and
S − ∩ ans((Q, ~x, O), D) = ∅?

P ROBLEM :
I NPUT:
Q UESTION :

QD EF(Q, L)
A dataset D, an L ontology O, and a set S + of tuples from I(D)n .
Is there a query (Q, ~x) in Q such that S + = ans((Q, ~x, O), D)?

Ortiz

These definitions are essentially the same as in [10], except that we omit the signature Σ, and allow all
concepts and roles to occur in the query. In that work, the authors characterize the precise complexity
of Q-Q B E and Q-QD EF problems for the two DLs called Horn-ALC and Horn-ALCI [10]. The latter
is a strict extension of DL-LiteR , while the former is orthogonal to it. Their results (without restricted
signatures) are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. [10] The following hold:
1. Q B E(CQ,Horn-ALC) and QD EF(CQ,Horn-ALC) are CO NE XP T IME-complete.
2. Q B E(UCQ,Horn-ALC) and QD EF(UCQ,Horn-ALC) are E XP T IME-complete.
3. Q B E(CQ,Horn-ALCI) and QD EF(CQ,Horn-ALCI) are 2E XP T IME-complete.
4. Q B E(UCQ,Horn-ALCI) and QD EF(UCQ,Horn-ALCI) are E XP T IME-complete.
The case where L is DL-LiteR has not been studied yet. From these results, since DL-LiteR supports
inverse roles r− and Horn-ALC does not, we can only transfer the upper bounds for the third and fourth
items. These together with the results of Section 3 give us:
Corollary 1. The following hold:
1. Q B E(CQ,DL-LiteR ) and QD EF(CQ,DL-LiteR ) are CO NE XP T IME-hard, and in 2E XP T IME.
2. Q B E(UCQ,DL-LiteR ) and QD EF(UCQ,DL-LiteR ) are CO NP-hard and in E XP T IME.
Our main contribution is to close the second gap, obtaining the best possible bound:
Theorem 3. Q B E(UCQ,DL-LiteR ) and QD EF(UCQ,DL-LiteR ) are CO NP-complete
We prove Theorem 3 in the rest of this section. For this, we rely on some of the results of [10], and
on well-known properties of DL-LiteR [8]. We focus on the case of Q B E; the case of QD EF is proved
similarly by simply taking the corresponding set of ~b-tuples.
In what follows, we restrict our attention to instances of Q B E(Q,L) and QD EF(Q,L) for which
(O, D) is consistent and S + 6= ∅; both problems trivialize if any of those two conditions fails, see [10].
We remark that for DL-LiteR ontologies, testing if (O, D) is consistent can be done in NL OG S PACE
with existing algorithms.
Universal Model We start by recalling the notion of universal models. For DL-LiteR and other socalled Horn DLs, we can build a universal model for any consistent O and D. This model can be
homomorphically embedded into any other model of O, D, and is therefore sufficient for answering any
query that is preserved under homomorphisms, as is the case for CQs and UCQs. The following result
is well-known in the OMQ literature.
Claim 1. [8] For every consistent pair (O, D) with O in DL-LiteR , there exists an interpretation UO,D
such that UO,D |= O, D, and I → UO,D for every model I of O, D.
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Adapting the characterization The Q B E and QD EF tests in Section 3 cannot be used directly in
the presence of ontologies. For instance, it fails for the example given in the introduction: the product
Π~a∈S + (D, ~a) is not safe ((p2 , p3 , p5 ) does not occur in D ⊗ D ⊗ D), but a CQ does exist. This is
not surprising: the characterizations in the previous section does not take into account the ontology,
which can of course have an effect on Q B E. Therefore, we have an alternative characterization that, in
a nutshell, replaces D by the universal model UO,D .
Q B E(UCQ,L) Test
I NPUT: A dataset D, an L ontology O, and two sets S + and S − of tuples from I(D)n .
Is it the case that (UO,D , ~a) 9 (UO,D , ~b) for all ~a ∈ S + and all ~b ∈ S − ?
Since Horn-ALCI contains DL-LiteR , we can use the following result, shown in [10] for the DLs
Horn-ALC and Horn-ALCI:
Proposition 1. An instance D, O, S + , S − of the Q B E(UCQ,DL-LiteR ) problem is positive iff it is also
a positive instance of the Q B E(UCQ,DL-LiteR ) Test.
However, unlike the case of standard databases, this test does not result in an immediate decision
procedure. Indeed, for most ontology languages, and in particular for DL-LiteR , UO,D can be infinite.
The authors of [10] provide sophisticated techniques to test for existence of homomorphisms between
possibly infinite universal models, taking into account possibly restricted signatures. For the case of
UCQs and no signature restriction, however, they make a key observation that will be useful for us,
namely:
Lemma 1. [10] For every dataset D, DL-LiteR ontology O, and n-ary tuples ~a, ~b ∈ I(D)n ,
(UO,D , ~a) → (UO,D , ~b) iff (UO,D |I , ~a) → (UO,D , ~b)
where UO,D |I is the restriction of UO,D to have as domain the individuals in O only.
This is useful, since now the source for testing homomorphism existence is a small dataset. The
target structure, however, is still infinite. Here is where we make use of the DL-LiteR machinery, and
exploit query rewriting.
Query rewriting for DL-LiteR DL-LiteR was designed with the deliberate intention of supporting
scalable OMQ answering leveraging existing database technologies. This goal is realized in the crucial
property of UCQ rewritability enjoyed by OMQs that comprise a CQ and a DL-LiteR ontology. In a
nutshell, such an OMQ can be effectively translated into an equivalent UCQ that, without an ontology,
gives the same answers over any dataset.
Proposition 2. [8] Given an OMQ (q, ~x, O) where (q, ~x) is a CQ and O a DL-LiteR ontology, we can
obtain a UCQ rew (q, ~x, O) = ({q1 , . . . , qn }, ~x) such that for every dataset D
ans((q, ~x, O), D) = ans(rew (q, ~x, O), D)
The number n of CQs in rew (q, ~x, O) may be exponential in the number of axioms in O, but each qi is
polynomial in the combined sizes of q and O, and can be computed with a non-deterministic algorithm
in polynomial time.
To leverage this for Q B E, we simple take query(UO,D |I , ~a), and the existence of homomorphisms
reduces to testing if ~b is an answer to its rewriting. This reduces Q B E to a few ordinary UCQ evaluations,
yielding the desired decision procedure.
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Proposition 3. An input (D, O, S + , S − ) is a positive instance of Q B E(UCQ,DL-LiteR ) iff for every
~a ∈ S + and every ~b ∈ S − we have
~b 6∈ ans(rew (qa , O), D),

where qa = query(UO,D |I , ~a).

Proof. From Proposition 1 we have that (D, O, S + , S − ) is a positive instance of Q B E(UCQ,DL-LiteR )
iff (UO,D , ~a) 9 (UO,D , ~b) for all ~a ∈ S + and ~b ∈ S − . We also have, for all ~a ∈ S + and ~b ∈ S − :
(UO,D , ~a) → (UO,D , ~b) iff (UO,D |I , ~a) → (UO,D , ~b)
by Lemma 1,
iff qa → (UO,D , ~b)
since query(·) preserves →,
iff qa → (I, ~b) for all I |= O, D by Claim 1,
iff ~b ∈ ans((qa , O), D)
by the semantics of OMQs,
iff ~b ∈ ans(rew (qa , O), D)
by Proposition 2.
+
−
Hence (D, O, S , S ) is a positive instance of Q B E(UCQ,DL-LiteR ) iff ~b 6∈ ans(rew (qa , O), D) for
all ~a ∈ S + and ~b ∈ S − .
Now we are ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. The lower bound follows from Theorem 1 (see also Corollary 1). To show the
upper bound for Q B E, consider the following non-deterministic polynomial time algorithm:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Guess some ~a ∈ S + and some ~b ∈ S − .
Build UO,D |I .
Take qa = query(UO,D |I , ~a).
Non-deterministically obtain some CQ (q, ~x) ∈ rew (qa , O).
Verify that ~b ∈ ans(q, D) by finding a homomorphism from (q, ~x) into (D, ~b).

The correctness of the algorithm follows from Proposition 3. For the complexity bound, the only step
we need to explain how to do in polynomial time is item (2), that is, building UO,D |I . But for DL-LiteR
this is also easy. We simply take all the axioms E1 v E2 in O, and take let v∗O to be the transitive
closure of this relation. Then add to D the necessary assertions to close it under the following rules:
If B1 (a) ∈ D and B1 v∗O B2 , then B2 (a) ∈ D.
If r1 (a, b) ∈ D and r1 v∗O r2 , then r2 (a, b) ∈ D.
It is easy to see that this can be done deterministically in polynomial time.
For QD EF, we use the same argument, but the only difference is that instead of guessing some
~b ∈ S − , the algorithm guesses some ~b ∈ I(D)n \ S + .
Note that we do not only have a tight upper bound on the complexity, but in case of a positive answer,
we also have a witness query:
[
rew (query(UO,D |I , ~a))
~
a∈S +

Note that the witness query can be constructed using standard techniques for reasoning in DL-LiteR ,
which may be useful towards a practicable implementation.
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Ontology axioms for smaller queries

In the characterizations and results so far we have taken the ontology into account, but we have not
really exploited it. Naturally, we have silently assumed the worst case: that the ontology does not help
us much. However, this need not always be the case. Recall our example from the introduction, where
we could use an ontology with axioms
ReceivesChemo v ∃takesISMed
∃takesISMed− v ISMed
takesISMed v takesMed

IsImmunoDef v IsImmunoCompr
∃takesISMed v IsImmunoCompr

to separate S + = {p2 , p3 , p4 , p5 } and S − = {p1 } with the very natural CQ
q(x) = IsImmunoCompr(x).
In fact, the DL-LiteR rewriting algorithm rewrites this CQ into the UCQ

q(x) = IsImmunoCompr(x) ∨ IsImmunoDef(x) ∨ ∃y takesISMed(x, y) ∨ RecievesChemo(x)
S
which is not very different from the canonical witness UCQ ~a∈S + rew (query(UO,D |I , ~a)) (except that
it contains less unnecessary atoms). This suggests a natural question: when can we use the ontology,
possibly by adding axioms, to obtain a small witness CQ? As we have discussed above, witness CQs
are known to be of exponential size in general. However, a pair of a small CQ and a DL ontology could
potentially express this CQ more succinctly, in a similar way as it succinctly represents the possibly
exponentially larger UCQ that results from its rewriting in the case of DL-LiteR . It would be nice if we
could always leverage an ontology for finding small CQs, but we conjecture this is not possible. And
even if it was, in practice we may not always be allowed to modify the original ontology, or we may
want to modify it in very limited ways to avoid affecting other aspects of the domain conceptualization.
We therefore formulate the following decision problem, where we only allow to add axioms that to not
modify any entailments over the original signature.
P ROBLEM :
I NPUT:
Q UESTION :

succinct-OQbE(L)
A dataset D, two sets S + , S − from I(D)n , and a (possibly empty) L ontology O
such that (D, S + , S − , O) is a positive instance of Q B E(UCQ,L).
Are there a CQ (q, ~x) and an L ontology O0 such that:
− (q, ~x) is a witness for Q B E(CQ,L) on input (D, S + , S − , O ∪ O0 ),
− the size of (q, ~x, O0 ) is polynomially bounded by (D, S + , S − , O), and
− O |= α iff O ∪ O0 |= α for every assertion α whose predicate occurs in O?

When the input ontology is empty we are in the case where we want to add an ontology to transform
a positive instance of Q B E(UCQ) into a positive instance of Q B E(CQ,L), as we did in the example
above. QD EF can also be generalized similarly. We expect these problems to be highly non-trivial for
all standard DLs, and leave them for future research.

A family of positive instances
As the focus of this work is on feasible and useful cases, we finish by identifying a simple family
of positive instances of succinct-OQbE(DL-LiteR ) that covers our motivating example. Before giving
the characterization, we remark that it is not insensitive to variable renamings, and some instances not
satisfying the conditions below may be transformable into instances that do by renaming variables.
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However, this is not critical. On the one hand, the characterization is not intended to be complete:
the conditions are sufficient, not necessary. On the other hand, our construction relies on the witness
rew (query(UO,D |I , ~a)) which can be assumed to have analogous variable occurrences over the CQs by
using variables canonically during rewriting.
Assume that we are given a dataset D, sets S + and S − of tuples from I(D)n , and a DL-LiteR
ontology
O, so that (D, S + , S − , O) is a positive instance of Q B E(UCQ,DL-LiteR ). Let (Q, ~x) =
S
let Q∩ =
T~a∈S + rew (query(UO,D |I , ~a)) with ~x = (x10 , . . . xn0) be its canonical witness 0 UCQ, and ∩
qi ∈QSqi . Moreover, let the sets of atoms q1 , . . . , qn denote the differences qi = qi \ Q , and let
Q0 = qi ∈Q qi0 . For each variable x, we define
concepts(x) = {A | A(x) ∈ Q0 } ∪ {∃r | r(x, y) ∈ Q0 } ∪ {∃r− | r(y, x) ∈ Q0 }.
Then we call the instance (D, S + , S − , O) DL-LiteR abbreviatable if the following hold:
1. Each variable in each qi0 occurs only once, that is, there are no joins in the differences qi0 .
2. For every individual a that occurs in the i-th position of some tuple in S − , we have that (O, D) 6|=
B(a) for every B ∈ concepts(xi ).
The succinct OMCQ witness of such an abbreviatable instance is (q, ~x, O∪OQ ), where: (i) OQ contains,
for each x with |concepts(x)| > 0 and for some fresh concept Ax , all axioms B v Ax with B ∈
concepts(x), and (ii) q = Q∩ ∪ {Ax (x) | |concepts(x)| > 0}.
The restricted shape of the axioms we added guarantees that O and O∪OQ entail the same assertions
over the signature of O. It can be verified that every homomorphism from some qi ∈ Q into UO,D
is still a homomorphism when we extend UO,D into UO∪OQ ,D , and we still have (UO∪OQ ,D , ~a) 9
(UO∪OQ ,D , ~b) for all ~a ∈ S + and all ~b ∈ S − . Therefore, (q, ~x) is a witness to the Q B E(CQ,DL-LiteR )
instance (D, S + , S − , O ∪ OQ ) as desired, and its size is polynomial in (D, S + , S − , O).

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have revisited the problem of reverse engineering queries in the presence of ontologies,
with emphasis on showing that in the case of UCQs, the addition of a DL-LiteR ontology does not
increase the worst-case complexity. Our results are for the case where all concepts and roles can be used
in the query. We mentioned that in [10], the authors consider both restricted and unrestricted signature.
Both settings are important, but in this work choose to adopt the latter for two reasons. On the one hand,
we are interested in keeping the complexity increase to a minimum, and in identifying manageable
settings. Imposing additional restrictions can only make the problem harder [10]. On the other hand,
we are interested in exploiting the vocabulary and knowledge of the ontology as much as possible, and
use it to obtain smaller and more readable queries. Indeed, we may even prefer to expand rather than to
restrict the signature in some cases, as we discussed in the last section, where we advocated for a more
active role for the ontology and hinted that it could help us obtain smaller and more readable queries.
We proposed a naı̈ve algorithm for restricted instances that obtains small witness CQs by adding axioms
to the ontology. Despite being simple, we hope it will help motivate the search for better and smarter
algorithms to learn the query along with ontology axioms. We plan to explore this direction in future
work, probably building on ideas that have been used for practical reverse engineering of queries in the
database literature [11, 15, 9, 14, 20]. An interactive system where the user is shown candidate concepts
or instances to be generalized, and proposes suitable axioms, may be particularly promising.
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